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21 Bridges21 Bridges
21 Bridges follows an embattled NYPD detective, who is thrust into a citywide manhunt for a pair of cop killers after
uncovering a massive and unexpected conspiracy. As the night unfolds, lines become blurred on who he is pursuing,
and who is in pursuit of him. When the search intensifies, extreme measures are taken to prevent the killers from
escaping Manhattan as the authorities close all 21 Bridges to prevent any entry or exit from the iconic island.
StarringStarring Chadwick BosemanChadwick Boseman

Rated RRated R

TTerminator: Dark Fateerminator: Dark Fate
Dani Ramos is living a simple life in Mexico City with her brother and father when a highly advanced and deadly new

Terminator - a Rev-9 - travels back through time to hunt and kill her. Dani's survival depends on her joining forces

with two warriors: Grace, an enhanced super-soldier from the future, and a battle-hardened Sarah Connor. As the

Rev-9 ruthlessly destroys everything and everyone in its path on the hunt for Dani, the three are led to a T-8 from

Sarah's past that may be their last best hope.

Starring MacKStarring MacKenzie Daenzie Davis and Linda Hamiltonvis and Linda Hamilton

Rated RRated R

Beautiful DaBeautiful Day In The Neighborhoody In The Neighborhood
After a jaded magazine writer is assigned a profile of Fred Rogers, he overcomes his skepticism, learning about

empathy, kindness, and decency from America's most beloved neighbor. Starring TStarring Tom Hanks and Matthew Rhom Hanks and Matthew Rhysys

Rated PGRated PG

Crown VicCrown Vic
During one night's patrol, a veteran cop and his rookie partner chase down violent suspects while searching for a
missing girl, all the while hunting two cop killers in Los Angeles. Starring Thomas Jane and DaStarring Thomas Jane and David Krumholtzvid Krumholtz

Rated RRated R

Doctor SleepDoctor Sleep
Struggling with alcoholism, Dan Torrance remains traumatized by the sinister events that occurred at the

Overlook Hotel when he was a child. His hope for a peaceful existence soon becomes shattered when he

meets Abra, a teen who shares his extrasensory gift of the 'shine.' Together, they form an unlikely alliance to

battle the True Knot, a cult whose members try to feed off the shine of innocents to become immortal.

Starring Rebecca FStarring Rebecca Ferguson and Ewan McGregorerguson and Ewan McGregor

Rated RRated R

Song of the LionSong of the Lion by Anne Hillerman
When a deadly bombing in the Shiprock High School parking lot is discovered to be part of a terrorist plot to disrupt peaceful
negotiations between the Hopi and Dine tribes, retired Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn discovers links between the bombing and a cold case
from earlier in his career.

The LThe Lost Orderost Order by Steve Berry
When rival factions of a dangerous clandestine organization begin a race to find billions in stolen treasure hidden by their progenitors,
Justice Department agent Cotton Malone finds the case complicated by his unsuspected ties to the organization and the political
schemes of an unscrupulous politician.

The ChosenThe Chosen by J. R. Ward
Falling in love with brotherhood rival Xcor, a tortured man in custody who is awaiting interrogation, Layla seeks to gain his freedom and
secure their relationship by appealing to the Black Dagger Brotherhood for a chance to let him prove himself.
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Good LiarGood Liar
Career con artist Roy Courtnay can hardly believe his luck when he meets well-to-do widow Betty McLeish

online. As Betty opens her home and life to him, Roy is surprised to find himself caring about her, turning

what should be a cut-and-dry swindle into the most treacherous tightrope walk of his life. Starring HelenStarring Helen

Mirren and Ian McCellanMirren and Ian McCellan

Rated RRated R

Jojo RabbitJojo Rabbit
A World War II satire that follows a lonely German boy named Jojo whose world view is turned upside down

when he discovers his single mother is hiding a young Jewish girl in their attic. Aided only by his idiotic

imaginary friend, Adolf Hitler. Jojo must confront his blind nationalism. Starring Roman Griffin DaStarring Roman Griffin Daviis,viis,

Scarlett Johansson, and TScarlett Johansson, and Taika Waika Waititiaititi

Rated RRated R

Last ChristmasLast Christmas
A woman sees her life take a sudden turn when she finds a new love interest while working as Santa's elf in a

department store. Starring Emilia ClarkStarring Emilia Clark

Rated PG-13Rated PG-13

MidwaMidwayy
Midway centers on the Battle of Midway, a clash between the American fleet and the Imperial Japanese Navy

which marked a pivotal turning point in the Pacific Theater during WWII. The film, based on the real-life

events of this heroic feat, tells the story of the leaders and soldiers who used their instincts, fortitude and

bravery to overcome the odds. Starring WStarring Woody Harrelson and Poody Harrelson and Patrick Wilsonatrick Wilson

Rated PG-13Rated PG-13

Motherless BrooklynMotherless Brooklyn
Lionel Essrog is a lonely private detective afflicted with Tourette's Syndrome. He ventures through 1950s

New York trying to solve his friend's murder. Armed only with a few clues and the powerful engine of his

obsessive mind, Lionel unravels closely guarded secrets that hold the fate of the whole city in the balance.

Starring Edward Norton and Bruce WillisStarring Edward Norton and Bruce Willis

Rated RRated R

Queen & SlimQueen & Slim
On a first date, a black man and woman are stopped by a policeman over a minor traffic infraction. As

the situation spirals, the man kills the officer in self-defense, forcing the two to go on the run. As they

drive, these two unlikely fugitives discover themselves in the most dire of circumstances, forging a

powerful love that reveals their shared humanity and shapes the rest of their lives. Starring ChloeStarring Chloe

SeSevignvigny and Fleay and Flea

Rated RRated R

TTerminator: Dark Fateerminator: Dark Fate
Dani Ramos is living a simple life in Mexico City with her brother (Diego Boneta) and father when a

highly advanced and deadly new Terminator - a Rev-9 - travels back through time to hunt and kill her.

Dani's survival depends on her joining forces with two warriors: Grace, an enhanced super-soldier from

the future, and a battle-hardened Sarah Connor. As the Rev-9 ruthlessly destroys everything and

everyone in its path on the hunt for Dani, the three are led to a T-8 from Sarah's past that may be their

last best hope. Starring MacKStarring MacKenzie Daenzie Davis and Linda Hamiltonvis and Linda Hamilton

Rated RRated R

LittleLittle
Jordan is a take-no-prisoners tech mogul who torments her long-suffering assistant and employees

daily. When faced with an unexpected threat to her personal life and career, she magically transforms into a

thirteen-year-old version of herself. Starring Justin HartleStarring Justin Hartley and Regina Hally and Regina Hall

Rated PG-13Rated PG-13

Little woodsLittle woods
Ollie is barely getting by in an economically depressed fracking boomtown in NOrth Dakota. She has left her

days of illegally running prescription pills over the Canadian border and looking for a new job to get out of her

small town. When her mother dies, she is faced with challenges of family, unplanned pregnancy, and a

deadbeat ex. Starring TStarring Tessa Thompson and Lily Jamesessa Thompson and Lily James

Rated RRated R

Alita: Battle AngelAlita: Battle Angel
When Alita awakens with no memory in a future world she does not recognize, she is taken in by Ido, a

compassionate doctor who realizes that somewhere in this abandoned cyborg shell is the heart and soul of a

young woman. When deadly and corrupt forces that run the city come after Alita, she discovers a clue to her

past. Starring Rosa SalazarStarring Rosa Salazar, Mahershala Ali, and Jennifer Connelly, Mahershala Ali, and Jennifer Connelly

Rated PG-13Rated PG-13

ColumbusColumbus
When a renowned architecture scholar falls suddenly ill during a speaking tour, his son Jin finds finds himself

stranded in Columbus, Indiana, a small Midwestern city celebrated for its modernist buildings *nominated for
six film awards*StarringStarring John Cho, HaleJohn Cho, Haley Lu Richardson, Py Lu Richardson, Parkarker Per Poseoseyy, and Rory Culkin, and Rory Culkin

NRNR
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